
noo Saro-WiWa’S vieW of nigeria WaS tainted by the 
death of her activiSt father. her return aS a touriSt 
revealed itS WonderS and the poWer of a Surname

lthough travel writer noo Saro-Wiwa 
grew up in england she was a regular, 
if reluctant, visitor to nigeria. but in 

the ten years after her father, the activist Ken 
Saro-Wiwa, was executed by nigeria’s military 
government in 1995, she visited just once; for 
his funeral. however, recently she felt a need 
to return to nigeria – this time as a tourist. 

travelling across the length of the country, 
Saro-Wiwa took in breathtaking natural beauty, 
big-city exuberance, stunning indigenous 
culture and the deserted transwonderland 
amusement park – nigeria’s answer to 
disneyland. She documents her journey in  
her new book, looking for transwonderland: 
travels in nigeria, and here shares her 
thoughts and experiences with ariSe.

Transwonderland is a metaphor. I had these 
negative associations with Nigeria, then  
it occurred to me that I could go to Nigeria  
as a tourist and check out all these places  
I hadn’t been to. i tried to find a different side 
to nigeria that i could really learn to love, and 
looking for transwonderlrepresents that 
objective. it is the anonymous visitor side of 
nigeria that i wanted to explore in the book. 
 
If Nigeria got its act together and the 
government took care of its tourism industry, 
it would be one of the best places to visit in 
West Africa. it’s full of beautiful waterfalls and 
rivers and, in places like calabar, you’ve got 
museums with ancient artefacts and 
sculptures. and then you have this amazing 
local culture – the masquerades, costumes, 
great music. it’s a part of nigeria that is 
undervalued but it’s sensational.
 
It was important to show Nigeria, warts and 
all – but I didn’t want to include my family 
history in the book. i tried really hard to ignore 
that part of me and to pursue things in a 
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touristic way. but it’s part of my story so i mixed 
the two. it was a way to combine my passion 
for travel and deal with family and memories.

I went to Nigeria in 2000 for my father’s 
funeral. at that time we still hadn’t received  
my father’s remains but for the sake of the 
community we had an official burial. there  
was a coffin but it was empty, so we filled it 
with my father’s books. it was the first time  
i’d been to nigeria since 1990. i was quite 
caught up in the whole burial so i can’t 
remember my thoughts on going back,  
except thinking that nothing had changed  
very much, at least not on the surface. 

I went to Nigeria again in 2005, and by then 
we’d retrieved my father’s remains. it’s a bit  
of a blur but i remember thinking that maybe  
i could visit nigeria in a different way. i was 
approaching 30, but i became infantilised 
when i was there. i had a driver to take me 
everywhere, and i had to ask for permission  
to go outside the house. my sister and i were 
getting really frustrated and bored – we just 
wanted to go out and about. and that’s when  
i started wondering what was stopping me 
from going out. When i’m in ghana or togo i get 
on a motorcycle, pay the driver and go where  
i want. but suddenly in nigeria i can’t go out? 

When I arrived in Lagos for the book, I was 
quite apprehensive. it’s a completely different 
part of the country to where i’m from and it  
felt very much like a foreign city. for some 
reason, in lagos, because it’s my homeland,  
i felt inadequate for feeling foreign. it was 
intimidating at first but i got into it eventually. 

I didn’t tell people who I was when I travelled 
around Nigeria but when it cropped up 
people were really positive and treated me 
like royalty. it’s nice to know people still 
remember my father. i went to his former 
university in ibadan and there was a student 
there who was 19 – so he would have been  

four years old when my father died – yet he 
remembers him and has read his books. that’s 
what helps you overcome someone’s death – 
the way they’re venerated and the fact that 
their death wasn’t in vain. it changes things. 

Having that name Saro-Wiwa gives you a 
massive leg-up in terms of publicity. i never 
had to worry about getting the media to pay 
attention to my book. but there’s also a really 
strong burden of representing nigeria to the 
rest of the world. because i have this big name 
there is an extra focus on me. you have to take 
all that on board. the name carries a lot  
of baggage and a lot of responsibility but, 
ultimately, it’s been a big help. i’m grateful.

I’m not an activist, but I have strong opinions 
about politics, the environment, economics 
and philosophy. i’m still trying to figure out 
what my contribution will be. i’m different from 
my father. he had this massive drive and could 
mobilise and marshal thousands of people. i’m 
not particularly political in that sense but it’s 
something that plays on my mind constantly. 

My brother lives in Nigeria full time. I’d love 
to but it’s a question of figuring out how I can 
spend time there. it’s not fun being in england 
all the time – it gets really depressing. and 
when you go to nigeria there’s a sense of 
freedom that you realise you’ve been missing 
subconsciously. but at the same time there are 
all these cons, so it would be nice to divide my 
time between the two. i’m still in the process of 
figuring out how that’s going to happen but 
nigeria’s definitely on the agenda.  

 Looking For Transwonderland: Travels In 
Nigeria, by Noo Saro-Wiwa (Granta, £14.99), 
out now




